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Let n and k be fixed positive integers. A collection C of k-sets of [n] is a
completely separating system if, for all distinct i, j # [n], there is an S # C for which
i # S and j  S. Let R(n, k) denote the minimum size of such a C. Our results include
showing that if nk is a sequence with k<<nk<<k1+= for every =>0, then
R(nk , k)tmin {t: nk\ tWktnk X+= .
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of obtaining small separating systems originated from
applications in information theory. A set S separates i from j if i # S and
j  S. A separator C of [n]=[1, ..., n] is a collection of subsets of [n] such
that, for every (i, j) # [n]_[n] with i{ j, there is an S # C that separates
either i from j, or j from i. We let S(n) denote the minimum size of a
separator of [n]. Re nyi [6] proved that S(n)=Wlg(n)X. Katona [4]
considered related problems, denoted by S(n, k) and S(n,  k), with the
additional condition that the sets in a separator need to have size exactly
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k and at most k, respectively. Katona showed that S(n, k)=S(n,  k) and
provided upper and lower bounds for both these quantities. Wegener [10]
later simplified Katona’s proofs and obtained sharper results.
A collection C of subsets of [n] is a completely separating system (CSS )
for [n] if, for every ordered pair (i, j) # [n]_[n] with i{ j, there is an
S # C which separates i from j. We write R(n) for the minimum size of a CSS
of [n]. Dickson [3] proved that R(n)tlg n and Spencer [9] sharpened
this by proving that
R(n)=min {t: n\ twt2x+= .
Spencer’s elegant proof exploits the connection between completely
separating systems and antichains in the boolean lattice. In this paper, we
present results with the same flavor as Spencer’s, for the case when the
completely separating system consists only of k-sets or sets of size at most
k. Let R(n, k) denote the size of a smallest completely separating system of
k-subsets of [n] and let R(n,  k) denote the size of a smallest completely
separating system of subsets of [n] of size at most k. It is immediate that
R(n, k)R(n, k), but equality need not hold (see [8]).
Definition 1. For integers k1, and n2k, let
Cn, k=min {t: n\ tWtknX+= ,
cn, k=min {t: n\ twtknx+= .
If in addition n=km, for some integer m, then let
C$km, k=min {t: n\ ttm+ , t#0(mod m)= .
Obviously Cn, kcn, kC$n, k and all three functions are nondecreasing
in n. Our main results are summarized in the following theorems, which we
will prove in Section 2. For notational convenience, we let R(1)=1.
Theorem 1. Suppose that k1 and n2k are integers. Then
R(n, k)Cn, k (1)
and
R(n, k)cn, k . (2)
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Theorem 2. Suppose that k1, m2, 0p<k are integers, and
n=km+ p. Then
R(n, k)Cn, k (3)
and
R(n, k)C$km, k+2R( p). (4)
The proofs of the upper and lower bounds use Baranyai’s partitioning
theorem and a variation of a result of Kleitman and Milner about antichains,
respectively. In the rest of this section, we summarize the known results for
R(n, k) and R(n,  k).
It is easy to see that R(n, k)=R(n, n&k) and thus we restrict ourselves
to the range nk2. Ramsay and Roberts [7] determine the exact value of
R(n, k) when nk is large. To be precise, building on results of Ramsay et al.
[8], they show that R(n, k)=W 2nk X if n>k
22, except when n=( k+12 )&1, and
R(n, k)=k+1 if ( k2)nk
22. In [8], it is proved that R(2m, 2m&1)2m,
and the exact values of R(n, k) for k5 are obtained, but no asymptotics
are given. Cai [2] proved that R(n,  k)=W2nkX if n>k222.
Theorem 1 provides the correct asymptotics when 2kn=k1+o(1), while
Theorem 2 does the same when in addition nk   or n&wnkx=ko(1).
Our results also yield the best known bounds for many pairs (n, k). For
example, Theorems 1 and 2 immediately imply
Corollary 1. For integers r1 and m2,
R \\rmr + , \
rm&1
r&1 ++=R \\
rm
r + , \
rm&1
r&1 ++=rm.
Note that in the case r=2 we get n=( k+12 ), so that, for k even, R(n, k)
=k+1 as in [8]. Also, we obtain bounds for R(n, n2) that differ by at
most 3. The proofs follow directly from Theorems 1 and 2, and from
Definition 1, and are omitted.
Corollary 2.
R(2k, k)=C2k, k ,
C2k+1, kR(2k+1, k)c2k+1, kC2k+1, k+=0 ,
C2k, kR(2k, k)C$2k, kC2k, k+=1 ,
C2k+1, kR(2k+1, k)C$2k, k+2C2k+1, k+2+=1 .
Here =i=0, if C2k+i, k #i(mod 2), =i=1 otherwise.
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2. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2
Throughout this section we use CSS to denote a completely separating
system of sets of size (at most) k, mentioning the value of k only when
warranted.
To prove the lower bounds in Theorems 1 and 2, we need the following
variation of a result of Kleitman and Milner [5]. We write 2[m] for the
family of all subsets of [m].
Theorem 3. If F/2[m] is an antichain with x=(A # F |A| )|F|m2,
then |F|( mWxX).
Proof. Let
:
A # F
|A|=wxx |F|+r, with 0r<|F|.
The convexity of 1( mx ) implies that for st,
1
\ ms&1+
+
1
\ mt+1+

1
\ms +
+
1
\mt +
.
This observation, together with the LYM property of the Boolean lattice
yields
1 :
A # F
1
\ m|A|+

|F|&r
\ mwxx+
+
r
\ mWxX+

|F|
\ mwxx+
+(|F|&1) \
1
\ mWxX+
&
1
\ mwxx++ .
Solving for |F| we obtain
|F|\ mWxX++1&
\ mWxX+
\ mwxx+
\ mWxX+ . K
Proof of (1) and (3). It suffices to establish (1). Suppose that A1 , A2 , ...,
At is an optimal CSS of [n]. Let M be the n_t matrix with Mij=1, if
i # Aj and Mij=0, if i  Aj . Since A1 , A2 , ..., At form a CSS of [n], the rows
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of M are the incidence vectors of an antichain F/2[t]. Let F=[S1 ,
S2 , ..., Sn] where Si=[ j: i # Aj] describes the i th row of M. Summing the
number of 1’s in M in two different ways yields
1
|F|
:
n
i=1
|Si |=
1
n
:
t
j=1
|Aj |
tk
n

t
2
.
Theorem 3 now yields n=|F|( tWtknX) and thus tCn, k . K
The proofs of the upper bounds in Theorems 1 and 2 make crucial use
of a partitioning theorem of Baranyai [1]. A family B of d-sets of [N]
is called almost-regular if every i # [N] belongs to either w |B| dNx or
W |B| dNX members of B.
Theorem 4 (Baranyai). If d, N, j, b1 , ..., bj are positive integers, such
that 1i j b i=( Nd ), then the family of all d-sets of [N] can be partitioned
into j almost-regular families Bi , such that |Bi |=bi .
Proof of (2). Let t=cn, k and d=wtknx. By Baranyai’s Theorem, there
is an almost-regular family [B1 , ..., Bn] of d-sets of [t]. If we define Ai=
[ j: i # Bj] for 1it, then |Ai |WndtXk. These sets form a CSS of
[n], since for j, j $ # [n] there is an i # Bj&Bj $ , and hence Ai separates j
from j $. K
Proof of (4). We first construct a CSS of [km] which we later extend
to a CSS of [n]. Let t0=C$km, k and d=t0 m. By Baranyai’s Theorem,
there is an almost-regular family [B1 , ..., Bkm] of d-sets of [t0]. Let Ai=
[ j : i # Bj] for 1it0 ; these sets form a CSS of [km].
If p=0, then we already have a CSS of [n], so assume that p1. Since
n&km= p, there is a CSS of [km+1, ..., n] consisting of s=R( p) sets. Let
R1 , ..., Rs be the sets in this family, with |Ri |=r i (if p=1, then let s=1 and
R1=[km+1]). To each R i , associate two disjoint (k&r i)-sets R1i and R
2
i
in [km]. Let A ji =Ri _ R
j
i for 1is and j=1, 2. It is easy to verify that
A1 , ..., At0 , A
1
1 , A
2
1 , ..., A
1
s , A
2
s is a CSS of [n]. K
The bound in (4) can be improved sometimes by choosing R1 , ..., Rs ,
such that the union of the first i of these sets is [km+1, ..., n], so that we
do not need A2i+1 , ..., A
2
s to obtain a CSS. However, for the asymptotic
sharpness of Theorem 2, which we will investigate in the next section, this
improvement is irrelevant.
3. ASYMPTOTICS
As mentioned in the Introduction, the exact value of R(n, k) is known
when nk22. It is easy to see that Theorem 1 gives upper and lower
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bounds on R(n, k) that differ by at most m+2R( p), where n=km+ p, and
0p<k. In this section, we examine the size of this error term relative to
the main term Cn, k . We begin by proving a lower bound on Cn, k .
Lemma 1.
Cn, k>
n
k
log(ke)
log(enk)
.
Proof. Suppose that t=Cn, k(n log(ke))(k log(enk)). Then
log nlog \ tWtknX+log(enk)WtknX log(ke)log(enk)| log(enk)
<\ log(ke)log(enk)+1+ log(enk)=log n,
a contradiction. K
v The Case n=k1+o(1).
Corollary 3. Let nk=kmk+ pk , with 0pk<k. If 2knk=k1+o(1),
then
R(nk , k)tCnk , k . (5)
If also nk k  , or pk=ko(1), then
R(nk , k)tCnk , k . (6)
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 that if nk=k1+o(1), then nkk=
o(Cn, k). It is not hard to see that cn, kCn, k+nk. This observation,
together with Theorem 1, yields (5).
Theorem 2 and Definition 1 imply that
Cnk , kR(nk , k)C$kmk , k+2R( pk)
Ckmk , k+mk+2R( pk)Cnk , k+mk+2R( pk).
Thus to prove (6) it suffices to show that max[mk , R( pk)]=o(Cnk , k).
Since mknk k, we have already observed that mk=o(Cnk , k). From the
definition of R(n), we obtain R( pk)(1log 2) log pk+14 log k. If
nk k  , then log k=o(Cnk , k), and hence R( pk)=o(Cnk , k) and therefore (6)
holds. If nk kK for some constant K, then Cnk , k=3(log k). Thus (6) holds
in this case if log pk=o(Cnk , k) which holds precisely when pk=k
o(1). K
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v The Case n=3(k2). In this range, Theorem 1 does not give an
asymptotically sharp result, but it yields bounds that differ by a factor
of 32.
Corollary 4. Suppose that 0<$<12 is fixed and that nk is an integer
for each k>1 with nk k2  $. Then
(2+o(1)) wnk kxR(nk , k)(3+o(1)) wnk kx.
Proof. For each k1, let mk=wnk kx and pk=nk&kmk . Theorem 1
implies that
C$kmk , k&mkR(nk , k)C$kmk , k+2R( pk).
Recall that C$kmk , k is a minimum over t which are multiples of mk . It is
easy to see that for k sufficiently large, we have ( 2mk2 )<n(
3mk
3 ), where the
strict inequality holds since $<12. We conclude that C$kmk , k=3mk=
3 wnk kx. Since pk<k, we obtain 2R( pk)(2+o(1)) log k=o(mk) as
desired. K
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